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Abstract: The motivation behind this article is to recognize the present trends, issues and challenges in physical education and sports at higher education would be examined. There are different elements which are reducing the interest of students in physical education exercises. Despite the fact that the physical education is being instructed as a piece of educational plan in every one of the schools and universities yet absence of satisfactory time and prepared educators, great offices are liable for little interest in this field. The future challenges to make this field interesting includes a satisfactory educational program, adequate supports portion for holding different rivalries and role of technology to make awareness about the significance of physical exercises and sports in the day by day life of adolescents. Every one of these challenges have been talked about in this article
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INTRODUCTION

Did you realize that a few schools still don't require physical education classes, notwithstanding the nonstop ascent of youth stoutness? Physical education, for example, creating engine skills, exercises, or b-ball has a major influence in keeping up a sound weight and building a solid personality and body. Notwithstanding heftiness concerns and the numerous medical advantages of customary physical education (PE, for example, improved fixation and mindfulness in the homeroom and expanded self-regard, numerous children today don’t get sufficient physical education.

Today, kids are more stationary than any other time in recent memory, due partially to the huge measure of time spent on telephones, computers, and connecting with web based life. Along these lines, weight related medical problems and cardiovascular infections, for example, youth corpulence and diabetes are increasingly common in youngsters and it has turned out to be significant medical problems for more youthful generation. Schools and universities which once had an immense influence in wellbeing education are curtailing, or now and again, dispensing with physical education at all evaluation levels.

Education is a procedure of obtaining which contains the goals, for example, to help individuals adjusting to the general public, to recognize themselves in a mental and social manner, by learning their duties to furnish them with the practices important to satisfy their lives (Keşke, 2007). Hence, it is unavoidable that economic profitability, high work power and the quantity of qualified individuals and social wealth are high in taught social orders.

Education is the principal significant instrument for social and economical change Education wide arrangement that is essential, optional, higher, specialized education mode, professional education mode, separation education mode, etc. Higher Education System are biggest on the planet particularly in United States, China and furthermore in India.

Higher Education has extended a few times since autonomy, issues of access, value quality still keep on being the regions of concern. Government of India, has had a few bodies to control and screen the norms in higher education University Grants Commission, All India Council of Technical Education, Medical Council of India, Indian Council for Agricultural Research, National Council for Teacher Education, Dentists Council of India (DCI), Pharmacy Council of India, 1948, Indian Nursing Council (INC), Bar Council of India.
The significance of physical education has never been underscored more than it is today. It is broadly perceived that physical education is applicable and significant in building up a functioning and solid way of life and the answer for rising stoutness rates around the world. In the school setting, there is a need hence to completely comprehend the hypothetical premise behind educational program arranging, improvement and advancement. In spite of the fact that in many nations, physical education is a piece of the school educational plan, exercises are not given, in this way prompting a diminished encounter of physical movement for youngsters and youth. The act of a physically dynamic way of life in blend with sound sustenance, be that as it may, should be begun in early adolescence. Hence, guaranteeing that all youngsters participate in standard physical movement is vital, and the schools are the main spot where all kids can be come to. Quality Physical Education is the best and comprehensive methods for giving all youngsters, whatever their capacity/ inability, sex, age, social, race/ethnicity, strict or social foundation, with the skills, attitudes, qualities, information and comprehension for deep rooted investment in physical movement and sport and is the main school subject whose essential spotlight is on the body, physical action, physical improvement and wellbeing. The present investigation will distinguish the present trends, issues and challenges in PE and sports dependent on which future challenges will be tended to.

CURRENT TRENDS, ISSUES AND CHALLENGES AT SCHOOL ESPECIALLY PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS

The ‘reality check’ uncovers a few regions of proceeding with concern in regards to current trends in physical education and sports. These zone grasp: physical education not being conveyed or conveyed without quality, deficient time assignment, absence of equipped qualified or potentially insufficiently prepared educators, lacking arrangement of offices and gear and showing materials, huge class sizes. It is noticed that the measure of time committed to physical education has been lessened in the educational plan all through the world. Today, like never before, the physical education educational program should be connected to the general prosperity of youngsters and youth as they register through the educational program. As has been noted, exercises learned at an early age convey into grown-up life. Besides, the significance of physical movement as a method for making more prominent mindfulness in the homeroom has not been perceived.

PRESENT SKILLS & COMPETENCIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS

The point of Physical Education is to create physical skill with the goal that all youngsters can move productively, adequately and securely and comprehend what they are doing. Schools and Education Institutions frequently work with network offices in all divisions of society, private and business, non-governmental and government associations to plan and create programs on a helpful premise. A key factor in building agreeable connections is the significance of authority that is eager to conquer issues identified with territoriality, dormancy, lawful commands, custom, dread of the loss of intensity, sentiments of possession, the misconception of projects, and others. Such agreeable exercises improve the availability to projects and administrations, just as zones and offices. Along these lines, the capable students will be supported through various organizations to participate in various rivalries. In India extraordinarily where there is so a lot of ability however because of absence of monetary assets, numerous students needs behind being so gifted. The collaboration from various organizations will push penniless students to exhibit their ability at various world level rivalries. In this manner, satisfactory preparing through well-characterized educational program just as financing from various offices is important to advance the physical education and sports exercises at higher education particularly in physical education.

ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Youngsters conceived in the early piece of this thousand years are known as the "I-generation" (Rosen, 2011). This gathering of people approaches types of technology inconceivable only two decades prior. They have never known existence without remote fast web associations, phones with information associations or video gaming supports. The vast majority of them know about technology interfaces, utilizing applications and online life all the time. The ramifications of such sensational changes in access to technology among youngsters and youth ought to act naturally apparent in all learning regions. Applications in wellbeing and physical education instructional method are accessible and can be applied to improve and upgrade curricular contributions in most school settings. Various mechanical applications concentrated on advancing physical action and wellness are accessible and effectively available. Students will be required to exhibit competency in essential engine skills and furthermore fitness in utilizing technology. Educators will likewise be required to pick up learning of contemporary, technology-based instructional techniques. Technology holds guarantee for the manner in which that students learn and furthermore for the manner by which educators instruct. Physical and wellbeing instructors are tested to turn out to be progressively receptive to a
technology-driven condition that gives improved chances to students well past the dividers of the conventional homeroom setting. Technology in this manner can assume imperative role in creating the interest in physical education and sports exercises.

The issues and challenges in Higher Education particularly in Physical Education are a lot of. Deshpande (2000) opines, ‘Physical Education in this nation has stayed disregarded and if any consideration is being paid, it is in step protective way. This is one of the huge causes concerning why we are waiting back in the field of global sports’. Every single Professional College and Department of Physical Education must have Computer lab with web offices. Additionally, all Professional foundations ought to be between connected, which will have video chat among students and educators from various areas. NCTE demands sufficient qualified employees in every foundation, in numerous establishments employees will be accessible just at the hour of examination, so NCTE should think about some other powerful system to diminish such circumstances. NCTE ought to likewise carry a framework to screen the compensation paid to the employees are according to the UGC standards. Comparative Doctor and low maintenance mentors are not delegated in a significant number of the foundations. After the Inspection the foundation offices appeared to the meeting group were not utilized for Physical Education program in some establishment. NCTE ought to have periodical examination of the considerable number of organizations whether the structure and equipments are utilized for

Alongside the capabilities of an educator for meeting the desires in the inclining showing process; factors, for example, course condition, apparatuses, materials utilized, educational plan and condition have an incredible significance in arriving at the objectives and expanding the effectiveness as much as an instructor. It is realized that physical education and sports educators face with numerous problems and worry about their obligations in their expert lives. Distinguishing proof of problems looked by physical education and sports instructors will assume a significant role in taking care of problems identified with physical education course. Since, so as to have the option to make a decent learning condition, it is important to set up a decent learning condition first and so as to have the option to make this condition, it is important to initially recognize the problems looked by the physical education instructors and to offer arrangements.

CONCLUSION

The significance of physical education and sports exercises are being distinguished in this day and age and endeavors are being made to improve the circumstances with the goal that increasingly more ability can be perceived. The practices and educational plan at present are should be changed to create interest of students' sports exercises, wellbeing and physical education. The future challenges will for the most part be the proper educational plan to be made and pursued and to make accessible satisfactory assets from different associations so as to help the poor yet savvy kids with the goal that they can just concentrate on their game. The technology will likewise assume a significant role in extending and making the interest and attitude towards physical exercises and sports. School specialists and guardians ought to be made mindful of the need of physical education and sports course just as wellbeing and health. In this unique situation; education programs concerning the advantages of sports, its commitments and openings for work in the field of sports might be sorted out with the assistance of NGOS and foundations.
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